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What?
Shelby Holmes likes to use big words. As you read, write down any words you don’t 
understand. Then, look up the meanings.

Who? Why?
Who are Shelby and Watson’s main suspects in this story? Why are they suspected 
of leaving notes for Jordan? What could have been their motivation (their reason 
for leaving the notes)?

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

WHO MOTIVATIONWHY

How?
How does Shelby come to a conclusion about who sent the notes? What are the 
specific clues she follows?

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• When the story starts, Shelby is in a bad mood – more so than usual. Why? And do 

you think her parents’ ban will work? Why or why not?

• How is Shelby able to deduce that the person in front of 221 Baker Street is a reporter? 
Why doesn’t Shelby want to be interviewed?

• Shelby is excited to work on a cipher. What is a cipher? Have you ever tried to solve 
a word puzzle?

• Watson has been waiting to go undercover. However, it turns out being a figure skater 
is more than just dressing up in a costume. What are the challenges Shelby and Watson 
face posing as pairs skaters? Have you ever ice skated? Is there a sport you feel you 
could go “undercover” with to solve a case?

• Watson’s father surprises him with a visit. What is Watson’s relationship with his 
father? How does it change as they spend more time together in Watson’s new home?

• With regionals only four days away, Shelby tells Watson their options: “One, we wait 
for the culprit to mess up. Two, we come early and hide to see if we can catch them in 
the act of leaving a cipher. Or three, come clean about who we are, to see the changes 
that happen.” What are the pros and cons of each plan? Which option would you have 
tried?

• Unlike Shelby, Watson likes to get to know people. Which skater does he strike up a 
friendship with? Why does Shelby think this isn’t a good idea? How do Shelby and 
Watson approach getting to know people differently? Are you more like Shelby or like 
Watson?

• There are a few other skaters in the rink with Jordan during practice: Douglas, Belle, 
and Aisha. There’s also Belle’s mom, and the two coaches: Tatiana and Sergi. What are 
these characters’ relationships like? Which ones are friends? Which are competitors? 
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• Shelby and Watson break the cipher by using some basic rules of the English language. 
What are some of the rules? 

• Watson talks to Shelby about bullies. Do you think Shelby Holmes can be a bully 
herself? How so? What do you feel is the best way to handle a bully? 

• Jordan’s bully goes beyond sending notes. What does this person do? Why does Shelby 
decide it’s time for Jordan to know the person’s true identity?

• Watson is upset his father has to leave early. How does Shelby find out about this early 
departure before Watson does? And what does Shelby say to him to make him feel 
better? 

• Watson’s other friends don’t really spend a lot of time with Shelby. Why? And then 
why does she come to them for help? What do Carlos and John Wu do to help set the 
trap?

• How does Shelby figure out who sent the ciphers? How long has that person been her 
main suspect?

• Who did you think sent the ciphers to Jordan? When did you make the decision? 
Why?

ACTIVITY IDEAS
Have readers come up with their own substitution ciphers.

Demonstrate or have readers demonstrate rotational inertia by rotating in a spinning 
chair like Shelby does in Chapter 6.

Shelby believes it’s best to hide things in plain sight. Hide an item in your classroom 
or library and provide clues to readers so they can find it.


